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Prefabrication and modularization will be your 
standard for new data center construction at 
NVIDIA, how will offsite construction enhance 
the delivery of data centers?

At Nvidia, our business model is focused on 
innovation – constant innovation in GPU chips, 
switching and network components. It is no surprise 
that our labs and data centers each have different 
MEP infrastructure design! Naturally, our data 
center team needs to support this environment of 
constant change.

Our new product releases are rapid and surrounded 
by intense secrecy.  Our data center team is 
often one of the last to learn the new hardware 
specifications. Accordingly, we need to be nimble 
and learn to “pivot” quickly to create the right data 
center infrastructure for these new products.

We believe that constructing with electrical and 
cooling system modules makes so much sense. 
My first experience with prefabricated electrical 
modules was in the “mid-2,000s” while a data 
center project manager at Digital Realty. It only 
took one project to realize the advantages. As 
many of you know, then I have “preached” the 
benefits of modular data center construction as a 
“data center evangelist.” 

I learned that modular off-site construction 
actually enhanced “change control” when electrical 
distribution changes were required. Component or 
wiring changes on modular platforms were made 
simultaneously and more efficiently. Provided the 
configurations of the wiring connections between 
platforms remain constant, many changes can be 
made up until the last possible minute. 

When we roll-out our new standardized electrical 
platforms, transformers, panels and circuits 

with different voltages will be color-coded and 
assembled together in an off-site facility. 

Our next generation of GPU chips will be designed 
with “direct contact liquid” for cooling (actually 
heat rejection). This system with pumps and liquid-
to-liquid heat exchangers by definition is well 
suited for off-site modular prefabrication. We will 
incorporate these concepts wherever we can. 

This may seem ironic because modular construction 
often requires strict standardization which does 
not allow changes. This is especially true modular 
platforms production allows storing finished 
modules in inventory. The obvious benefits are 
lower cost per unit and incredibly fast on-site 
construction. These are the hallmark of several 
successful colocation developers today.  

As a hardware manufacturer, we need to 
accommodate change, so our focus is planning and 
scheduling the critical path working backwards 
from project completion. Using offsite construction, 
we implement changes in a controlled environment 
so that we can achieve “Just In Time” inventory.

  Modular construction 
has helped the data 
center construction 
industry continue its rapid 
growth while maintaining 
its quality and impressive 
safety record 
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The rise in demand for skilled labor in data 
center construction compounded by labor 
shortages in many markets has become 
more and more apparent. How can offsite 
construction mitigate these challenges 
whilst continuing to deliver speed to 
market?

I started my career in the “last century” working 
for construction companies. I use the phrase 
somewhat humorously, but in many ways, it feels 
like I lived through a revolution in our industry.  As 
a young project manager, working on job sites 
made me realize that construction is really the 
“skilled-labor industry.”  The data center market is 
a small segment of our industry and everyone who 
is familiar with the segment knows the focus on 
MEP trades. Hiring sufficient qualified workers has 
always been our challenge. I don’t believe working 
overtime or double shifts is the answer to skilled 
labor shortages.

Obviously, prefabrication helps reduce the labor 
required in the field, but does it really help mitigate 
labor shortages? Intuitively, electricians, welders 
and pipefitters working in controlled conditions 
should be more productive. Working in a controlled 
environment has been shown to be safer and more 
efficient with parts, materials and tools readily 
at hand.  Allowing electricians and pipefitters to 
work in parallel on a platform produces obvious 
scheduling benefits as well as fewer coordination 
delays. I have heard from contractors that another 
benefit is the ability to expand training of younger 
workers and enhanced quality of work. 

While I don’t have statistics to share, I do believe 
modular construction has helped the data center 
industry continue its rapid growth while maintaining 
its quality and impressive safety record. 

What element of data center construction 
do you believe to be the most crucial to get 
right?

Ironically, I believe the 5-Level Commissioning 
process is the most crucial aspect, which actually 
starts with design and spans across all phases of 
construction.  The final Level 5 test is the Integrated 
Systems Test at completion. 

This is the way we simulate computer hardware 
running inside a data center and operate all the 
systems to verify everything is functioning properly. 
Then we attempt to ‘break’ the systems by shutting 
off various components one-by-one to confirm 
the redundant systems perform as designed. The 
objective is to verify that power and cooling serving 
the computer hardware is not interrupted in the event 
of utility power failure or an individual component 
fails. This is the ultimate test of a data center.

There is an advantage with modular construction.  
Many components can be tested off-site after 
integration into a module. The obvious schedule 
advantage occurs when an entire system constructed 
offsite can be tested prior to assembly on the project 
site. Any corrective action or component replacement 
is much quicker while the platform is still “in the shop.”  
While this does not alter the requirement for Level 5, it 
can allow concurrent testing at diverse manufacturing 
sites and reduces time on site leading up to the Level 
5 test. 

At Advancing Data Center Construction 2020, 
I will be discussing the collaborative build-
process with all project partners to determine 
the best opportunities for offsite construction 
on a project. It is vital that a high-level of 
collaboration with all project partners occurs 
during preconstruction so that we can truly 
understand how servers work to reach a common 
goal and optimize offsite construction. 
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